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Abstract 

Metal foams are manufactured by various methods which include foaming of molten metal alloy and powder 

metallurgical processing. Some non conventional methods have also been developed for the manufacturing of metal 

foams. Metal foams have many interesting characteristics such as high resistance to deformation (stiffness), low 

specific gravity (specific weight), high resistance to compression and high energy absorption etc. Because of these 

characteristics metal foams find wide applications mainly in the field of construction where light weight is required, 

crash and impact energy absorption and in the field of thermal and sound insulation. Metal foams are cellular 

structure which consists of solid metal mainly (Aluminium, steels, iron etc) with micro pores filled with gas 

(hydrogen, carbon di oxide, nitrogen, argon etc). The metal foams are open cell or closed cell in nature. The gas 

comprises a large part of the volume of metal foam. In this review paper different methods for producing metal foam 

and their mechanical properties analysis are discussed especially for aluminium foam. 

Keywords: Metal foam; Polyurethane; Auxetic foam; Investment casting; Foaming agent; Composite metal foam; 

Mechanical properties. 

1. Introduction  

The metallic foam of light weight metals have many 

interesting mechanical and physical properties 

including high resistance to deformation (stiffness), 

low specific gravity(specific weight), high 

compression strength, high toughness and energy 

absorption characteristics. Due to these interesting 

mechanical properties metal foams are utilized in 

wide range of applications. Various methods for the 

manufacturing of metal foams are illustrated in 

literature [1–5].In this paper different methods for 

the production of metal (aluminium) foams have been 

reviewed. 

Different methods for production of metal 

foam are based on two main strategies. The first 

strategy includes direct foaming method in which 

foam is produced by gas injection or by mixing a 

foaming agent like titanium hydride into molten 

metal which contains uniformly dispersed non-

metallic particles. The second strategy includes 

indirect foaming method which starts from solid 

metal matrix which contains uniformly distributed 

blowing agent particles, mainly titanium or zirconium 

hydride. On melting, expansion of this metal matrix 

takes place and foam is produced. Due to promising 

future the researchers show their interest in the 

research of metal foam.  Porous aluminium and its 

applications are shown in Fig. 1 
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Fig. 1:  (a) Al foamed structure (b) Metal foam heat 

sink (c) Header made of metal foam 

 

2. Early Research 

The metal foam fabrication started in the year 1940 

AD. From 1950s to the 1970s a large number of 

patents were issued and various types of foaming 

processes were discovered and proposed. In late 

1980s researchers re-established some of the old 

techniques of metal foam fabrication and discovered 

the new ones. In beginning, many companies carried 

out in house research in their laboratories and 

published their work. In year 1990, Fraunhofer-

Institute in Bremen worked in the field of metal foam 

fabrication and re-established old powder based 

technique of foam fabrication. At that time 

fundamental research was trying to compete the 

production process, which is already used in the 

industries. The main problem encountered was to 

understand how metal foams are stabilized and how 

its stability can be enhanced in order to prepare 

product of metal foam more reliable. The presence of 

non-metallic material particles ranging from 

nanometer to micrometer size like ceramics improves 

overall properties of metal foams. Binks et al. [7] 

have introduced the term high temperature colloid 

chemistry for the study of stabilization mechanism of 

metal foams in the field of aqueous foam physics. 

The second field is the investigation of mechanical 

properties of foamed metal and its structure. It was 

found that smooth cell wall metal foam is uniform in 

nature and yields the best mechanical properties. The 

properties of metal foam are described by a large 

number of morphological parameters such as density 

of metal foam and curvature, size, and orientation of 

the cell, cracks in cell walls, foam microstructure, 

grain size distribution, impurity level, ageing 

           (a) 

   (b) 

      (c) 
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conditions [2, 3] etc. Third is the modeling field and 

the modeling of metal foam structure is very crucial 

in order to analyze the data collected experimentally 

and to help engineers in the field of application of 

foamed metal. In modeling foam structure is usually 

depicted by a simple geometry and the foam is 

represented as an effective medium. Modeling of 

foamed structures on various levels had been 

attempted from micro-modeling to the modeling of 

entire component [3, 4]. Beside these areas there are 

many other fields of research related to metal foam 

fabrication such as joining of foamed similar and 

dissimilar metals, cutting and coating of metal foams 

so as to attain desired properties. The introduction of 

new fabrication processes especially for Aluminium 

foam. Different types of filler materials can be mixed 

into the metal matrix in order to alter mechanical and 

physical properties of metal foams. 

 

Fig. 2: Comparison between closed and open cell 

metal foam 

 

 

 

 

3. Literature Review 

Among all metal foam fabrication methods; there are 

two main methods of metal foam fabrication. One is 

the foaming of metal melt by injecting a gas in 

required proportion. The other method includes the 

mixing of foaming agent titanium hydride into the 

metal matrix and foaming occurs. There are a number 

of methods, which are utilized for the foaming of 

metal foams. However, most of the methods of metal 

foam fabrication are based on gas injection method or 

mixing of foaming agent method. Metal foam 

produced by different methods has many desired 

physical and mechanical properties and due to these 

mechanical properties metal foams are widely used in 

many applications. A detailed review of the metal 

foam fabrication methods with analysis of their 

mechanical properties is provided in this paper. 

3.1 Direct energy deposition method of metal foam 

fabrication and mechanical properties analysis of 

produced foam 

Koike et al. [8] have found that metal foams for 

stainless steel are fabricated by applying direct 

energy deposition (DED) method. Blowing agent 

titanium hydride (TiH2) was blended into the alloy of 

stainless steel and the melt pool was foamed, this 

melt pool when solidified gives a foamed structure. 

By using this method small pores are observed while 

large pores could not be observed in a single layer 

deposition. By this method stainless steel foam of 

high porosity up to 46 % was produced when melt 

was blended with calcium oxide and tellurium for 

single layer deposition. Further, the experiment 

results indicate that to obtain 40% porosity, 6 wt. % 

of titanium hydride is enough to foam the melt pool 
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[8]. Table: 1 represents the composition by weight 

percent of ingredients required in direct energy 

deposition method. It was found that porosity of 

metal structure increased as the content ration of TiH2 

increased and the same effect was found also with the 

laser power. 

Table: 1 composition by weight percent of 
ingredients required in direct energy deposition 

method [8] 

Property of sample                      

Single 

layer  

                       

Six layer  

Laser power (w)               

 1200, 

1600, 

2000   

                 

800, 

1200,1600 

Powder supply (g/min)                             

18 

                            

18 

Carrier gas supply (L/min)                              

6 

                             

6 

Shield gas supply (L/min)                              

4 

     4 

Nozzle feed rate (mm/min)                            

1000 

                         

1000 

Titanium hydride (TiH2) ratio 
wt% 

                            
2, 10 

                       
4,6,8,10 

Calcium oxide (Cao) ratio 

wt% 

                               

0 

                             

1 

Tellurium (Te) ratio wt%                                

0 

                              

1 

 

Fig. 3: Schematic of Direct Energy Deposition [8] 

3.2 Conventional polyurethane method for auxetic 

foam fabrication and mechanical properties 

analysis of produced foam 

Critchley et al. [9] have discovered that traditional 

polyurethane foam cells can also be represented as 

pentagonal and hexagonal structures. The pore 

structure is elongated and not symmetrical in nature. 

Polyurethane foams have either re-entrant or 

randomly ribbed structures and are auxetic in nature. 

In order to explain the auxetic behavior of 

polyurethane foam both the2D and 3D models were 

proposed. These models are classified as rigid 

triangle model, honeycomb model, missing rib model 

and bow-tie models.  

The heating time ranging from 6 to 50 min 

has been reported [9].It has been reported that the 

heating time for auxetic fabrication ranges from 6 to 

50 minutes and the optimum volumetric compression 

ratio is between 2 and 5 or between 50% and 80% of 

the original size [9].Auxetic materials have enhanced 

mechanical properties including hardness, toughness, 

stiffness and damping. The main factor that 

influences the auxetic behavior of foam is cell 

geometry and the second factor is pore size of the 

foam. Wang et al. [10] stated that small pore size 

foams require a high temperature with shorter heating 

time. 
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Fig. 4: Effect of 100 PPI manufactured samples 

under different conditions on Poisson’s ratio [10] 

 

Lakes et al. [11] have fabricated polymeric auxetic 

foam by altering the microstructural properties of the 

material. When tensile load is applied on auxetic 

materials they exhibit negative poisons ratio. They 

have made auxetic foam by protruding inward the 

ribs of each conventional open cell foam, which 

results in a re-entrant structure. Lakes et al. [11], 

yang et al. [12], chan et al.[13] have converted 

conventional foam into auxetic foam by tri-axially 

compressing open cell foam and then heating it to a 

temperature higher than the softening temperature of 

the material  and then cooling it to room temperature 

in order to store potential energy in its ribs. The 

shape of cellular ribs got changed due to compression 

stage while simultaneous heating and cooling 

softened and fixed them in new position. Lakes et al. 

[11] have also observed that toughness of auxetic 

foam was also affected by its poison’s ratio and 

established that material becomes extremely tough 

when Poisson’s ratio reaches to the value of minus 

one (-1). 

Bianchi et al. [14] have modified method of 

polymeric foam conversion to auxetic foam. In this 

process of conversion, shape memory polymer (SMP) 

was used to reconvert polymeric foam to 

conventional foam and then converting it to auxetic 

foam. Evans et al. [15] established that uniform 

pressure distribution is proportional to [{(1-ʋ2)/E}-1] 

for an isotropic material and for negative poison’s 

ratio resistance to indentation increases towards 

infinity. The Fig. 5 clearly represents comparison 

between reaction of auxetic and conventional 

materials when subjected to hertzian indentation. 

Auxetic material has more hardness as compared to 

conventional material. 

 

Fig.5: Reaction of conventional and auxetic material 

under hertzian indentation [15] 

Grima et al. [16] have introduced a new method for 

fabrication of auxetic foams. This method comprises 

of chemo-mechanical process in which conventional 

polyurethane foam samples were compressed 

mechanically, the compressed samples were wrapped 

in filter paper and were kept in acetone for one hour 

and finally dried in the air. After complete drying the 

samples were removed from the moulds, the 

fabricated samples exhibited auxetic behavior and 

retained their compressed shape. The foam produced 

by this process was compared to foam produced by 
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thermo mechanical process it was found that both the 

foams exhibited auxetic behavior with negative 

Poisson’s ratio of approximately 0.3. 

Bianchi et al. [17] have fabricated auxetic 

foam by such a technique that density of auxetic 

foam can be changed to a large range. In this 

technique two batches of samples having different 

dimensions were placed into metallic mould and then 

compressed. The moulds were heated in an oven at 

2008˚C for a time period of 15, 45, and 60 minutes 

respectively. The moulds, which were preheated for 

15, 45 and 60 minutes were then heated to a 

temperature of 135˚C, 150˚C and 1708˚C 

respectively. The samples are then cooled. The foam 

samples which were heated for 15 minutes were 

cooled at room temperature for 5 minutes whereas 

the samples heated for 45 minutes and 60 minutes 

were removed instantly from moulds and then 

followed by cooling at room temperature. Due to this 

instant removal, the internal and external layers of the 

specimen have different microstructure. The external 

layer becomes stiffer and the inner layer becomes 

less dense. The time spent by the samples in the 

moulds is the basis for the densities of the fabricated 

samples. If the waiting time of the samples to be 

removed from moulds was longer, then densities of 

samples were found to be higher. 

3.3 Direct foaming of metal melts by gas injection 

(air, nitrogen, argon etc.) and their mechanical 

properties analysis 

Companies like Hydro Aluminium and Cymat have 

produced foams of aluminium and its alloys 

exploiting the process patented by researchers [18-

20].In this process aluminium matrix metal was 

melted and after that any one of the silicon carbide, 

aluminium oxide or magnesium oxide around 5 to 20 

% was mixed into the melt to enhance its viscosity. 

Lloyd et al. [21] have also patented a process which 

resembles to this process. They produced ordinary 

metal matrix composites with homogeneous 

dispersion of reinforcing particles. After the addition 

of reinforcing particles into melt, foaming was done 

by using rotating gas impellers for blowing gases (air, 

nitrogen, argon etc) into the melt. The advantage of 

this process is to produce large volume of aluminium 

foam at low price with low density and porosities 

ranging from 80% to 97%. Steps of direct foaming 

technique by gas injection are shown in Fig. 6.  

Prakash et al. [22] examined the closed cell 

structure foam made of aluminium matrix in 

compression and indentation. During compression 

test deformation localizes in a band and moves 

outward whereas during indentation localization, it 

occurs around the indenter and moves radially 

outward. The growth of cracks in the cell membranes 

is associated with a wide damage zone, resulting in 

high specific energy absorption capacity. 

 

Pore structure is influenced by adjusting 
gas pressure, impeller rotation speed etc 

Floating foam is seperated continuously 
from the melt surface  

Gas injection is done by the rorating 
impeller 

Reinforcing particles are mixed (5 to 20% 
SiC or Al2O3 ) 

Al metal matrix is melted  

(b) 

 

(a) 
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3.4 Direct foaming of metal melts by foaming 

agent (TiH2etc) and their mechanical properties 

analysis 

Akiyama et al. [23] have foamed melts directly by 

adding a foaming agent to the melt. On heating, 

foaming agent got decomposed and released gases 

which propelled the foaming process. This process is 

utilized in Japan for small production in which 

calcium is used to stabilize the metal and titanium 

hydride (TiH2) as foaming agent. On heating, 

hydrogen gas is released which is further used for 

foaming the melt. The size of the foamed aluminium 

samples is approximately 2000x1000x600 mm. The 

density of foamed samples varies from 0.25 to 0.33 

g/cm3. The foamed sample blocks were cut into 

sheets of varying thickness ranging from 5 mm to 

250 mm [23].This process is well known as 

ALPORAS process and this method results into metal 

foam, which has uniform metal structure. Steps of 

ALPORAS process are shown in Fig.7. The pore 

structure of this type of metal foam was found to be 

more uniform and mechanical and sound absorption 

properties were measured. 

3.5 Solid-gas eutectic solidification process of 

metal foam fabrication (GASARS) and 

mechanical properties analysis of produced foam 

Shapovalov [24] has exploited the fact that some 

liquid metals form a eutectic system when they are in 

contact with hydrogen gas. In this process firstly the 

metal melts in an autoclave, which is pore free. After 

that hydrogen gas is dissolved into molten metal 

under high pressure usually at 50 atm. At this stage 

the temperature and pressure is reduced and melt will 

went through two-phase field (solid plus gas) below 

the eutectic temperature. This gas fills the bubbles in 

the solid, which results in the foaming of melt. The 

pore structure obtained by this process is known as 

GASARS. This directional solidifying of the melt 

helps to fabricate foams containing large pores. 

Radial and axial pores are obtained by using 

cylindrical vessel [25]. The porosities ranging from 

5% to 75% are achieved by this method and this 

method can be used to foam metals having medium 

and high melting points such as copper and nickel 

etc. The Steps of GASARS are shown in Fig.8 

Simone et al. [26] have found that young’s 

modulus and yield strength of porous copper samples 

increased linearly with the increase in its relative 

density however densification strain decreases 

linearly. 

Fig.6: (a) Direct foaming of melts by gas injection 

(MMC foams) [21] (b) Load deflection response 

Al-SiC foam [22] 
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Fig.7: Direct foaming of melts by foaming agent 

(ALPORAS Process) [22] 

 

 

Fig.8: Foaming of metals by GASAR process [23] 

3.6 Investment casting method of metal foam 

fabrication and mechanical properties analysis of 

produced foam 

Yosida et al. [27] have fabricated metal foam by 

using polymeric foam. The polymeric foam was 

processed into open pore structure. These pores were 

filled by heat resisting materials like mixture of 

mullite, calcium carbonate and phenolic acid. When 

the slurry got dried the polymer was removed by 

heating and molten metal was poured into pores, 

which were left after polymer removal. Finally the 

mould material was removed and the metal foam was 

obtained, which is the exact replica of polymeric 

foam. The steps of this process are shown in 

Fig.9.The porosities of foam produced by investment 

casting ranges from 80% to 97%. 

 

(a) 

 

                      (b)  

Fig.9: (a) Investment casting method and (b) SEM 

image [27] 

3.7 Syntactic metal foam fabrication using filler 

materials and mechanical properties analysis of 

produced foam 

Foamed block is solidified and machined  

Foam is expanded inside the closed 
mould  

Foaming agent is added with the help of 
rotating impeller 

 Addition of Ca for melt 
thickening and viscosity is increased by 

Al2O3, Al4Ca etc 

Al metal matrix is melted  

Pore structure is influenced by gas 
pressure and directional 

solidification  

Directional solidification of the melt 
at reduced hydrogen pressure  

saturated melt is casted into a mould 
in the autoclave  

Hydrogen gas is dissolved in the melt 
under high pressure 

Metal is melted in autoclave 

Heat resistant material is removed 

Liquid metal is casted into the prepared 
negative foam 

PU foam is removed by heating etc 

Heat resistant material is filled into the 
pores   

Residual membranes are removed by 
thermophysical treatment 

Polyurethane (PU)foam is prepared 
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Thiele et al. [28] have produced porous metals by 

using inorganic particles as filler material. In this 

process foaming was done in two ways. In first case 

molten metal was poured over the filler particles and 

in second case filler particles were introduced into 

molten metal matrix. Since the thermal conductivity 

and heat capacity of filler particles was very low 

hence they allowed the flow of molten metal across 

the bulk easily. It was observed in this process that 

interstitial spaces were not completely filled by the 

molten metal due to high surface tension of molten 

metal. The filler particles which can be used in this 

process are foamed glass spheres of aluminium 

oxide, clay granules and hollow spheres. The 

advantages of this technique is that wide range of 

metals such as aluminium, lead, tin, zinc, magnesium 

etc can be foamed easily and predefined shape 

products can be prepared with the help of required 

mould geometry.  

3.8 Powder metallurgy (PM) process for metal 

foam fabrication and property characterization 

Baumeister [29] has produced foam by powder 

metallurgical method (PM) at Fraunhofer-Institute in 

Bremen. Aluminium metal or alloys were mixed with 

foaming agent and then the mixture was compacted. 

The compaction of mixture gives semi-finished metal 

foam in which the foaming agent particles were 

uniformly dispersed. This semi-finished foam was 

converted into sheets, rods and profiles etc. by 

rolling, extrusion and swaging etc. Now these 

processed sheets, rods etc were heated to a 

temperature above the melting point of the foam 

material and finished metal foam was obtained. The 

mechanical properties like density can be adjusted by 

controlling the volume of foaming agent other 

foaming parameters like temperature etc. Metal 

foams produced by this process have a porosity 

ranging 50% to 92%. This method is best suited for 

foaming of tin, brass, zinc, lead, and bronze etc. The 

steps for powder metallurgical process are shown in 

Fig.10 and Fig.11 represents the pore structure.  

 

 Fig. 10: Steps of powder metallurgical process [28]  

 Fig. 11: Pore structure of lead foam (Scale 

4:1) [28] 

 

 

Foaming of precursor material by hetaing 
to its melting temperature  

Working of precursor material by 
standard deformation techniques   

powder blend is compacted into a dense 
foamable precursor material  

Foaming agent is mixed with powders 
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4. Conclusion 

In this paper different metal foams have been 

discussed and reviewed thoroughly mainly for Al 

foams. There are two strategies for metal foam 

production; one is the direct foaming method, in this 

process non-metallic particles are mixed and 

dispersed uniformly into the molten metal pool and 

foaming is done either by mixing blowing agent or 

directly injecting the gas (air, nitrogen, argon etc.) 

into the molten mixture. Second is the indirect 

foaming method, in this process initially a precursor 

material is prepared which is the mixture of 

aluminium matrix and uniformly dispersed blowing 

agent particles. On heating this precursor expands 

and foaming took place. All the fabrication processes 

developed and adopted by various researchers and 

companies respectively are based on these two 

foaming methods. New techniques of metal foam 

fabrication such as Direct Energy Deposition method, 

Conventional polyurethane method for auxetic foam 

fabrication, solid-gas eutectic solidification process 

of metal foam fabrication (GASARS), Investment 

casting method of foam fabrication, syntactic foam 

production with filler materials, entrapped gas 

method of foam fabrication, metal deposition 

method, chemical vapor deposition method etc are 

also reviewed thoroughly. It was observed that metal 

foams have superior physical and mechanical 

properties than their parent metal such as stiffness, 

compressive strength, tensile strength, proof stress, 

sound absorption quality and specific energy 

absorption capacity etc. due to these promising 

characteristics metal foams are widely used in 

automotive, aerospace and defense applications.  

 

5. Future scope  

(1) As the literature review indicates that the 

metal foams are being manufactured by 

various conventional methods. New 

methods are developed and employed to 

fabricate metal foams such as shell mould 

casting method can be utilized to prepare 

metal foam with the help of polymeric 

foams. 

(2) Optimization of heating time should be done 

for auxetic foam as optimum heating time 

has not been optimized, however a range of 

6 to 50 minutes has been recorded.  

(3) The foams prepared lacks in stability and are 

not of constant quality. There is lack of 

control on structure and morphology of 

metal foams. Hence, existing methods 

should be improved in order to obtain good 

quality foams.  

(4) Cost- effective methods should be employed 

for metal foam fabrication which is suited 

for a high volume mass production. 

(5) Searching for more effective reinforcing 

particles such as carbon nanotubes, carbon 

fibers, ceramic particles, short fibers etc. 

should be continued. Efforts should be made 

to develop methods for more uniform 

distribution of reinforcing agents.  

(6) Focus on development of metal foams 

having better mechanical properties such as 

high compressive strength, high stiffness, 

toughness etc. 

(7) Metal coating of foams may be done to 

enhance mechanical properties. 
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